We describe a light-weight system of bash scripts for efficiently bundling supercomputing tasks into large jobs, so that one can take advantage of incentives or discounts for requesting large allocations. The software can backfill computational tasks, avoiding wasted cycles, and can streamline collaboration between different users. It is simple to use, functioning similarly to batch systems like PBS, MOAB, and SLURM.
I. INTRODUCTION
High performance computing (HPC) is often performed on scarce, shared computing resources. To ensure computers are being used to their full capacity, administrators often incentivize large workloads that are not possible on smaller systems. For example, at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), jobs that take more than 683 nodes on Edison receive a 40% discount on the consumed resources, while jobs on Titan at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) are artificially aged to ensure shorter wait times in the queue, and hence higher throughput and a shorter wall time to results, if they exceed 3750 nodes [1, 2] .
Some HPC tasks are done at supercomputing centers because they require capabilitythat is, they require non-commodity hardware, such as fast communication interconnectsand some because they require capacity-that is, there are many tasks to perform. Measurements in lattice QCD (LQCD) often require a mix: solves for quark propagators may require 8 or 32 high-performance nodes (or more), but do not typically require simultaneous resources on the scale of a full leadership-class machine. However, the statistical nature of LQCD means that many solves are needed to complete a calculation.
The nontrivial advantages of running large jobs and the abundance of small or mediumsized computational tasks naturally leads to bundling-grouping many tasks into one job.
Throughout this discussion, by job we mean an allocation provided by the batch scheduler, while a task is an HPC step the user wishes to execute.
Because some tasks take longer than others and some nodes perform better than others, naïve bundling-simply starting many tasks and waiting for their completion before beginning new ones-leads to the potential for a lot of wasted computational cycles, offsetting any advantage or discount. One solution, often adopted for similar reasons by batch schedulers, is to backfill-to find smaller or shorter tasks that can be executed in the idle time left by a task's early completion. Batch schedulers backfill entire jobs. It would be useful for a user to be able to backfill the computational tasks themselves. METAQ, the software we describe, makes backfilling tasks easy.
Additionally, coordinating high performace computations across many users and machines can pose a nontrivial problem. Different computing environments might use different (∼ 28%) is wasted by a naïvely-bundled group of 32 computationally-similar 8-node tasks because of the spread in run times. In the right panel a mix different kinds of of 8-node tasks were launched at the job's start, and 8-node and 32-node tasks were intermixed and backfilled automatically by METAQ, reducing the wasted time to ∼ 10%. Had the user (the author) given more accurate time estimates for red or purple tasks, there would have been even less idle time.
batch schedulers, incentivize different job sizes or wallclock times, or restrict the number of concurrent jobs any user can run. All these can reduce the throughput and slow down the progress toward a completed computation. It is useful, therefore, to separate the description of the computational tasks from the description of the jobs.
Here, we describe METAQ (pronounced "meta-queue"), a small, freely-licensed and freelyavailable [3] , lightweight suite of bash scripts that alleviate many of these issues and that should be easily useable by anyone already familiar with the most popular HPC batch schedulers (eg. SLURM [4] , MOAB/TORQUE [5, 6] , PBS [7] ). METAQ bundles task at run time, and allows you to easily backfill your jobs. Overall, for our use cases, naïve bundling of similar tasks frequently resulted in ∼25% wasted time (see the left panel of Fig. 1 ) simply because different nodes exhibited different performance or some problem instances proved harder than others, while using METAQ we achieved closer to ∼5% (right panel) idle waste. This is computationally equivalent to a software speedup of about 25%, as 1−0.05 1−0.25
1.27.
METAQ sits between the batch scheduler and the user's tasks. Users create scripts with markup that describes the resources and initialize any environment variables needed to perform the computing task, just as they would for any batch scheduler. But rather than submit those scripts directly to the batch scheduler, users place them in specific folders.
A separate script that specifies the size of the requested allocation and initializes METAQ settings gets submitted to the batch scheduler. We call scripts that get submitted to the scheduler job scripts and scripts that describe the HPC work task scripts. As mentioned earlier, a job is an allocation provided by the batch scheduler, while a task is a requested computation.
Factoring the description of work into jobs and tasks unlocks some additional nice features:
1. Many users may create task scripts, and jobs can bundle the tasks created by different users together.
2. Many users can submit job scripts to the batch scheduler, each attacking the same set of tasks.
3. Tasks for different projects may be bundled together simply.
On the other hand, this factorization is not very advantageous for tasks without easy parallelism, such as the Markov-chain generation of LQCD gauge configurations.
Separating the submission and running of jobs from the specification of the computational workload has the nice advantage that many users can submit task scripts to the inspected folders, and every user's tasks can be picked up by any user's job. This allows collaborators to streamline the running of jobs-rather than assign one person one portion of the work, every collaborator can easily submit job scripts to the batch scheduler and build up priority on the HPC system, while the generation of tasks can be scripted and handled by fewer users.
Moreover, it enables you to change what tasks will be done before a job starts without cancelling the job and losing its accumulated priority. In fact, you can submit jobs to build priority before deciding what tasks to run. On machines where large jobs might begin many days after submission, the ability to alter the computational workload can be extremely useful and save substantial human time.
In the remainder of this work, we describe METAQ in more detail-borrowing heavily from the README-and discuss where this kind of workflow management is heading in the future.
II. JOB SCRIPTS
Job scripts are bash scripts that are submitted to the batch scheduler. They perform any set-up, allow the user to specify options, and then attack the outstanding tasks. This makes them relatively easy to read, write, and modify.
When writing a job script, the user is required to specify some configuration variables and may optionally specify others. Configuration variables always begin with 'METAQ '. A detailed enumeration of all the options METAQ understands is provided in the README and basic template job scripts are provided for PBS, SLURM, and the mixed MOAB/SLURM environment at LLNL, as x/run.pbs.sh, x/run.slurm.sh, and x/run.llnl.sh respectively.
Here we review just the required options.
1. METAQ should specify the full path to the METAQ folder (that is, the root directory of the cloned git repo).
2. METAQ JOB ID can be any string, as long as you ensure that it is unique. In most cases one simply uses the batch scheduler's job id (eg. $SLURM JOB ID).
3. METAQ NODES should usually describe how many nodes you requested from the batch scheduler. 1 See Sec. III for discussion of an instance where lying to METAQ was advantageous.
5. METAQ MACHINE can be any string, but is canonically the name of the actual computer.
It is currently only used to help organize the working directory.
Of the optional configuration variables, here it is worth discussing METAQ TASK FOLDERS which is a bash array of priority-ordered absolute paths of folders where you want METAQ to look for tasks. This defaults to ($METAQ/priority $METAQ/todo), but can be easily changed or configured for more advanced usage.
Job scripts can in principle reside anywhere on disk, but conventionally are placed in the x directory. Moreover, the default git settings for the METAQ repo ignore files that start with x/q , so that you can create job scripts without triggering changes to the core METAQ software.
Job scripts can do task-independent preliminary work. For example, you can have a job script resubmit itself (for a chained workflow) or query a database to populate task folders with computational tasks. But, you should keep in mind that any time spent in this kind of setup step is time where the compute nodes are idle.
Finally, once the configuration is set, one simply invokes source $METAQ/x/launch.sh to attack the queue of task scripts. Anything after this invocation is not guaranteed to run.
For example, if the wallclock time runs out, the job will be cancelled while still in the METAQ main loop.
III. TASK SCRIPTS
Tasks are the high performance computing steps. It is these task scripts that contain the command that tells the batch scheduler to put work onto the compute nodes (for example, in a SLURM setting these task scripts contain srun commands).
Task scripts must be directly executable-you must include the correct shebang and ensure it can be executed successfully on the computer's service nodes. Task scripts need not be bash. The structure of a task script is only very loosely constrained. One should not rely on inheriting environment variables-for clarity they should be set in the task script itself, as different tasks might need different environments.
You tell METAQ about the task by incorporating flags that METAQ understands into the task You may specify times in the format understood by the command x/seconds, which converts a passed string into a number of seconds, as mentioned in the discussion of the METAQ RUN TIME setting above.
4. #METAQ LOG /absolute/path/to/log/file -Write the running log of this task to the file specified. It may be that your binaries are smart, and can simultaneously make good use of all of the resources on a physical node. In this case, you can forget about GPUs altogether.
This ambiguity can also be used advantageously. Users can set up a task that could run on different machines that see the same METAQ. However, currently METAQ does not know how to read machine-dependent settings. In the example where we first understood this aspect of METAQ, one machine had nodes with huge memory while the other didn't, meaning that on the first we could run on one physical node and on the other we needed four physical nodes. By writing a task script that branched based on the machine, setting #METAQ NODE 1, and setting the initialization variable METAQ NODES to one-quarter of the number of physical nodes on the machine with less memory, we could circumvent this hardware requirement mismatch and use the two different machines to work on the same queue of tasks.
IV. INSTALLATION, DIRECTORY STRUCTURE, AND BASIC USAGE
A basic installation can be accomplished with a simple git clone of the repo into any directory that is readable and writeable from the supercomputing nodes. A fresh clone has only one directory, which contains all the METAQ scripts.
If multiple users will be collaborating on one set of tasks, one should set appropriate permissions. It often makes sense to recursively apply sticky group permissions (chmod -R g+rwXs) to the whole repo.
Run x/demo.sh from the root directory. It creates the other standard directories, and populates the todo directory with a small set of dummy tasks (where the "hard work" is simply sleeping for a short, random amount of time).
That is all that is required for a functional installation. If you want to take advantage of some of the other provided utilities (see Sec. VI), run x/install from the root directory.
You will be prompted for a choice of batch scheduler, which you should pick to match your computing environment. Currently, PBS and SLURM are understood. You can add support for another batch scheduler with minimal effort, as explained in greater detail in the README.
By default, there are three folders where task scripts are placed by the user: priority (which is inspected for tasks first), todo (inspected next), and hold (not inspected at all).
Once complete, the task scripts are moved to the finished folder.
We have found that it makes sense to organize tasks by their computational requirements.
For example, it might make sense to put all the 32-NODE 0-GPU tasks together, separate from 8-NODE 8-GPU tasks. The particular organization is left to the user.
In each folder in METAQ TASK FOLDERS, METAQ looks for a special file, .metaq. It parses that file for the #METAQ flags NODES, GPUS and MIN WC TIME, just as it would a task script, to short-circuit the need to check the requirements of every task script in that folder. For example, if METAQ knows it only has 4 NODES available and it is currently looking through a folder whose .metaq claims that the folder contains jobs that require 8 NODEs, it will skip to the next folder. METAQ does not enforce the consistency of the folder's .metaq file and the task scripts that folder contains. So, if misled, METAQ might skip over a task that it could otherwise launch. If the .metaq file is not there, METAQ will loop over every file in the folder no matter what.
When a task gets picked up by METAQ it is moved out of the queue and into a working directory, working/$METAQ MACHINE/$METAQ JOB ID. The atomicity of disk operations 3 thereby ensures that two different jobs that are running simultaneously cannot execute the same task-which would result in work duplication (and, in the worst case, potentially corrupt results).
METAQ logs the output of every task to the log optionally specified by the #METAQ LOG flag in the task script, as well as jobs/$METAQ JOB ID/log/$TASK FILE NAME.log.
METAQ keeps track of the available and consumed resources (NODES and GPUS) in the jobs/$METAQ JOB ID/resources file, which is actually symbolically linked to a timestamped file (to avoid confusion in the event a job gets interrupted and restarted) 4 . This file is relatively verbose for ease of human interpretation, but the first column on every line is always a number and the form is relatively rigid, so it can be parsed by machine with ease.
V. THE METAQ MAIN LOOP
When the batch scheduler provides an allocation of computing resources, METAQ configures according to user-specified variables in the job script and then proceeds to look for tasks in the folders specified by METAQ TASK FOLDERS.
METAQ understands it only has a finite number of nodes (and optionally and separately, GPUs) and a limited wallclock time to undertake computational tasks. It will not try to launch tasks that require more than the resources currently free or that will require more than the remaining wallclock time (so as to avoid interrupted work). METAQ attempts to find and launch tasks that fit into the currently-available resources, automatically back-filling tasks.
The main loop of METAQ can be described by the pseudocode loop over all possible remaining tasks until there are none: Check if you currently have enough resources (nodes, GPUs, clock time, etc.) to perform the task If so, move it to the working directory, deduct those resources from what's available, and launch it! Otherwise, skip it---But, if it is impossible, don't count this job as "remaining". Some examples of impossibility:
The task needs more nodes than are allocated to this job. The remaining clock time isn't enough to complete the task.
Frequently called bash functions are stored in x/metaq lib.sh, and the main execution logic is in x/launch.sh.
VI. ADDITIONAL UTILITIES
In this section, we discuss some of the additional small utilities provided with METAQ.
• x/report -This utility helps break down by project the expended resources (NODEhours and GPU-hours), by parsing the resources files in the jobs directory and reporting a few basic metrics.
• x/running -This utility takes an argument, which is the name of the METAQ MACHINE you are currently concerned with. If METAQ is batch-scheduler aware, x/report can report which METAQ jobs in the working directory are still running and which have been abandoned.
• x/reset -This utility takes an argument, which is the name of the METAQ MACHINE you are on. If METAQ is batch-scheduler aware, x/reset will compare the $HOSTNAME to^$argument.*$. If there is a match, it will place tasks from abandoned jobs in the priority folder. Otherwise, it will issue a warning and prompt for user confirmation.
If you use multiple machines that cannot see a common batch scheduler to work on the same set of tasks, this is a risky utility, because you might move currently-running tasks out of their appropriate working folder.
• x/status -This utility can give a quick-glance summary of the outstanding tasks in the priority, todo, and hold directories (and their sub-directories), producing a count based on the tasks' PROJECT flags.
VII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
While not perfect, METAQ is largely feature-complete, and very little substantial future development is foreseen.
METAQ was designed so as to change the user experience on HPC resources as little as possible. Users still write scripts for every task and put them in the queue. This has the advantage that essentially nothing needs to be changed, and executables need not be recompiled.
The success of METAQ inspired work on mpi jm [9] , a C++ replacement for METAQ that lives at the MPI level so that it stresses the service nodes of machines much more lightly and only relies on a single aprun (or srun, or equivalent). We hope a first production-quality release of mpi jm will be finished sooner rather than later, at which point development of METAQ will likely cease entirely, though I am happy to review and accept pull requests.
There may still be some situations where METAQ may be preferable-since mpi jm will require recompiling against it as a library (and adding a handful of lines of code to your executable).
The advantage of moving to this sort of model is the ability to more finely manage the computing resources while still being able to write separate executables that need not do their own management of enormous partitions, and to be able to run CPU-only and GPUcapable executables simultaneously on a given node without the batch scheduler's blessing.
This manager-worker model may prove useful as the next generation of supercomputers come online and we head towards the exascale.
mpi jm can be compiled against any MPI library that provides MPI Comm spawn [10] . We have also integrated a Python interface, so task management logic and task description can make use of high-level language constructs and can easily import Python modules. Ultimately, we expect an extremely fruitful connection between mpi jm and standard databases, which can further streamline and coordinate nontrivial computations.
VIII. KNOWN BUGS, FLAWS, COMPLAINTS, AND MISSING FEATURES
METAQ launches each task script as its own process on a service node and keeps it alive until completion. So, each task requires its own aprun (or equivalent) and a few processes of overhead on the service nodes.
METAQ has run well, although not perfectly in every situation. On Titan, our run model stressed the service nodes too heavily and we ultimately crashed the machine, although
we were in compliance with the user guide (which was subsequently amended to limit the number of processes a job can launch). This is another motivation for the development of mpi jm-it will cost only one aprun (or equivalent) and put all of the task management on a compute node. Morever, it is written in C++, which is much more performant and low-level than bash. Ultimately, we ran on smaller partitions on Titan to stay within the new guidelines, forefeiting the aging bonus. Nevertheless, we found METAQ helped reduce the brain cycles spent on running jobs there.
METAQ logs its own behavior and that of all tasks. From time to time many gigabytes of logs can build up and a manual purge of the log and jobs directory is needed. From the METAQ root directory this can be accomplished with, for example, a simple invocation of find ./jobs/ ! -newermt YYYY-MM-DD -delete -print for the jobs directory, where YYYY-MM-DD is an ISO 8601-style date. For safety users should avoid deleting any file that any active job is writing.
Another shortcoming is the lack of a task submission command, like msub, qsub, or sbatch which could automatically sort tasks into different folders based on their resource requirements. As it stands, users put scripts directly into the folders, and METAQ does not enforce any consistency between the .metaq folder description files and the other task scripts.
Bugs may be filed and issues may be opened on github.
